
 
 

 

                                                   C2B TRANSACTIONS CALL FLOW  

This section describes how the M-Pesa API Platform communicates with M-Pesa core through SOAP 

interface, and communicates with third party system through XML-over-HTTP and FTP interface.  

 

 

From the above diagram, the steps are broken down as follows 

1. M-PESA will send the C2B transaction request to third party with the format below 

 



 
 

 

 

2. Third party will respond with synchronous to M-PESA  

Upon the reception of the request, third party needs to respond immediately before performing any 

request check. Below is the format of the response   

 

 

Responsecode needs to be 0 always 

ResponseDesc needs to be received always  

Servicestatus needs to be success always  

 

 

 



 
 

 

3. Transaction processing  

Third party will process the transaction based on his/her rules but the following need to be party of 

those rules  

 Transaction duplicate checking- Every request that third party receives must be checked if it is 

duplicate or not, this can be achieved by checking M-PESA receipt since it is unique. If 

transaction is duplicate third party needs to initiate the callback with the status of the 

transaction in third party  system, if it is not third needs to accept it as new transaction and do 

the rest of processing as usual. 

 Below is the format for the callback  

 

 

 

Resultype- this will be completed if the transaction is successful and failed if the transaction is 

unsuccessful. 

Resultcode – this will 0 if transaction is successful or 999 if transaction is unsuccessful 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4. Synchronous response from M-PESA. 

Upon reception of callback M-PESA will respond to third party to mark the reception of the callback with 

the format below 

 

 

Response code will always be 0 

Response desc will always be  Attempted successfully 

serviceStatus – this will depend on the result code in the callback if the result code was 0 it will be 

Confirming if the result code was 999 it will be cancelling. 

 

                                                                 SP PASSWORD ENCRYPTION  

The sp password hashing is done by using the algorithm below 

                                                                    PHP  

 

$encryptedPasswordProvider = base64_encode(hash("sha256", $spid.$spPassword.$timestamp, True)); 

Where $spid=spid from the request received from M-PESA. 

             $spPassword=the plain sp password, you will be given this during integration  

             $timestamp=timestamp you used to encrypt the password in this format YYYYMMDDHHMISS . 

                                                               JAVA 

public String getSPPassword(String spId, String password, String timestamp) throws 

NoSuchAlgorithmException { 

         
     String dgStr = spId + password + timestamp; 
      byte[] enc = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-256").digest(dgStr.getBytes()); 
 
            return new String(Base64.encodeBase64(enc)); 
         
    } 



 
 

                                                   

 


